Pulp - Story #227
[RFE] Allow wildcards in permissions
02/19/2015 02:13 AM - dgregor@redhat.com

Status:

CLOSED - WONTFIX

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

% Done:

0%

Category:

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Tags:

Pulp 2

Sprint/Milestone:
Platform Release:
Groomed:

No

Sprint:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Quarter:

Description
++ This bug was initially created as a clone of Bugzilla Bug #1085070 ++
Description of problem:
I would like to create a user that can push content into all existing repositories but not edit the repositories themselves. That means:
UPDATE on /v2/repositories/<repo_id>/actions/import_upload/
Without wildcards, the permission needs to be granted separately for each repo. Instead, it would be helpful to have:
UPDATE on /v2/repositories/*/actions/import_upload/
Related issues:
Related to Pulp - Task #2360: Create a plan for user authorization in 3.y

CLOSED - WONTFIX

Associated revisions
Revision ab881581 - 10/21/2021 09:44 PM - Fabricio Aguiar
Made request size limit configurable
closes #227

History
#1 - 09/02/2016 06:18 PM - bmbouter
- Related to Task #2090: Create a plan for user/auth in 3.0 added
#2 - 10/24/2016 03:12 AM - ttereshc
- Related to deleted (Task #2090: Create a plan for user/auth in 3.0)
#3 - 10/24/2016 03:13 AM - ttereshc
- Related to Task #2360: Create a plan for user authorization in 3.y added
#4 - 10/22/2018 01:13 PM - martin1234
- File 1991372_1.jpg added
#5 - 10/26/2018 08:07 PM - bmbouter
- File deleted (1991372_1.jpg)
#6 - 04/12/2019 07:47 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
#7 - 04/12/2019 07:53 PM - bmbouter
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
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reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#8 - 04/15/2019 11:18 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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